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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present an overview of a lightweight approach for software architecture recovery. The main advantages of the process are the lightweight recovery of architectural semantics, and the compatibility with the highly iterative adaptive development processes that involve extensive
architectural refactorings.

Simplicity and adaptive design approach — Simple design and refactoring make system easier to change to
accommodate new requirements than to try to predict
them and build an infrastructure to support them [5].


Continual refactoring [6].
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This approach is most useful for adaptive design [5] of small
and mid-sized applications. However, in order to make the
process scalable, a more systematic approach to architecture
design must be introduced.

1 Introduction
One of the most controversial aspects of Extreme Programming(XP) and other lightweight development methodologies [5] is an almost complete rejection of formal and semiformal upfront design activities. This rejection is backed up
by the arguments that these design activities do not work
very well in practice due to a variety of technological, management and human factors:

2 Agile Architecture Development Process
We are currently working on a process whose main goal is
to be an efficient, lightweight, and cost effective choice for
architecture development. The target development processes
are the lightweight ones, and ones without a formal architecture design component. Besides preserving the lightweight
development principles [11], the process aims to satisfy following goals:

Most developers like to concentrate exclusively on programming.


Minimal additional developer training involved.


Risk-free incorporation in the development process


Design documents are almost never in synchronization
with code.


Robust roundtrip support.


During active development, lot of time is spent updating
design documents.


As much as possible based on the most accepted programming and design practices.


The produced documents are not used much by programmers.


Tool support for roundtrip engineering is not good
enough.


The main design activities and principles practiced in
lightweight processes are:
Use of CRC cards [4] for initial, quick design.


No design documentation. Code and programming conventions are considered to be sufficient for design recovery. CRC cards are not kept.




Use of system metaphor (common problem domain vocabulary) for design abstraction purposes.

Minimize design activities and maximize programming.




Minimal design documentation.

The process consists of three sub-processes in order to increase the compatibility and integration with different development processes. The process presented in the rest of
this paper is concerned with architecture recovery. The second process is a lightweight forward architecture design process that balances predictive and adaptive design principles.
The third one is an incremental product line design process,
which is aimed at the design of product lines for a set of small
to mid-sized systems. Some of the methodologies and principles that have influenced the development of the method
are described in related work [1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10].

system design, the architecture and its semantics can be automatically recovered and kept updated.

All three processes emphasize accommodation of very short
development cycles, extensive refactoring, and incremental
work.

In addition to the recovery of the architecture, the application
of the process results in the higher quality of the code since it
relies upon the use of proven software engineering practices.

3 Architecture Recovery
Very short development cycles and refactoring result in constantly changing architecture. In order to deal with architecture drift and erosion in such short cycles, there is a need
for an efficient architecture recovery process, which recovers
not only the structure of the system, but also the rationale of
that structure.

4 Conclusion
The integration of responsibility-driven design and Design
by Contract with attribute theory, and their automated reverse
application provide a lightweight and direct approach to the
recovery and preservation of architectural semantics.

Architectural rationale is recovered and presented through
the use of functional and quality attributes and goals. Goal
and attribute recovery is performed through the merging of
the problem domain architecture and the concrete system architecture. All the information is encapsulated within the
code and can be automatically recovered through the use of
tools, which are described later.

5 Future Work
Future work consists of building the tools for process automation, application of the process to the large software systems, and refinement of the process based on the experiences
and integrations with different development processes.
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